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ABSTRACT 

 Within the debate as to whether video games should be approached via existent 

disciplinary discourses and methods or must be dealt with using an entirely new critical 

methodology, the concept of the player-character, protagonist, or avatar of the video game is key.  

Avatars combine pre-written fictional characters with users capable of making narrative-altering 

choices.  Few avatars yield as unique an approach to character-development as the amnesiac 

avatar – a character who has forgotten his or her memories at the start of the game and whose 

quest to remember becomes the central act of character development - such avatars know just as 

much as the users controlling them, despite having previously known themselves and their 

fictional homelands.  By approaching the fantasy-video game avatar using both existing literary 

examinations of character and print- and film-based literary traditions in amnesia, the way the 

fantasy-game amnesiac fulfills and expands the concept of literary character, as well as the value 

of literary approaches to games, can be explored and assessed.  Showing the capacity of 

amnesiac avatars for literary qualities of character, in turn, further validates literary approaches 

to game studies. 
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PART 1 

You wake up feeling wonderful. 

But also, in some indefinable way, strange. 

Slowly, as you lie there on the cool bedspread, it dawns on you that you have absolutely no idea 

where you are.  A hotel room, by the look of it.  But with the curtains drawn.  You don't know in 

what city, or even what country. 

Then the blank of WHERE AM I? balloons into the bigger, the total blank of WHO AM I?  It's a 

question without an answer.  Your memory is an open book—with every page blank.  You have 

no name, no known address, no memories of friends or relatives, or schools or jobs.  You have… 

AMNESIA.  (Cognetics) 

 

 So begins one of the first in a tradition of video games that pair the reader or player (each 

hereafter referred to as user), with a protagonist that knows just as much about itself and the 

world around it as he or she does—nothing.  Many fantasy-based video games (games that take 

place primarily on a screen of some kind whose narratives deal with the fantastic), in order to 

solve the dilemma of pairing a character native to his or her storied world and a user who knows 

little to nothing, afflict said lead character with some variation of amnesia – a partial or total loss 

of memory and identity up to the starting point of the game and its narrative. 

 According to Jonathan Lethem, editor of The Vintage Book of Amnesia, "REAL, 

diagnosable amnesia—people getting knocked on the head and forgetting their names—is mostly 

just a rumor in the world…but amnesiac characters stumble everywhere through comic books, 

movies, and our dreams.  We've all met them and been them" (xiii).  Indeed, fiction – especially 

fantastic fiction – has embraced the amnesiac protagonist in the pages, illustrations, and scenes 
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of its many books, films, and video games.  As narrative media has become audible, visible, and 

even interactive, the amnesia plot-device has become increasingly popular.  Certain aspects held 

in common by fantastic and interactive narrative make the amnesiac protagonist/character a 

convenient choice—specifically, the uneven pairing of known reader/player and unknown 

protagonist/world.  In this thesis, I will examine how fantasy-based games use the amnesia plot-

device to solve issues raised by the dual-nature of the avatar as player and character.  In doing so, 

I will discuss the benefits of examining video game avatars, and games in general, from a literary 

perspective. 

 Before proceeding, I must specify specific definitions for what is meant by certain 

literary and game-related terms—narrative, interactive, character, user, and avatar.  One 

definition of narrative is "a text in which an agent or subject conveys to an addressee…a 

story…in a certain medium" (Bel 5).  A story conveys the fabula, a term from narratology 

meaning a "series of logically and chronologically related events that are caused or experienced 

by actors"—"agents that perform actions" (Bel 5-6).  What makes a narrative "interactive" is 

more than "the mere ability to move a joystick" but "when the things we do bring tangible 

results," also known as agency (Murray 127-128).  Thus, interactive fiction includes everything 

from the literary riddle and the "choose-your-own-adventure" novel to the modern video game.  

According to a notable resource on literary terminology and concepts, Meyer Abrams's A 

Glossary of Literary Terms, characters are: 

  Persons presented in a dramatic or narrative work, who are interpreted by the  

  reader as being endowed with moral, dispositional, and emotional qualities that  

  are expressed in what they say—the dialogue—and by what they do—the action.  

  (23) 
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By using this definition as a standard, I will be able to focus on how video game characters meet, 

seemingly conflict, and go beyond said standards and in so doing, how using literary concepts 

reveals insight into video game characters. 

 The user is the person experiencing the narrative (whether reader, viewer, or player).  In 

video games, characters are either controlled by the user (player characters, or avatars) or not 

(non-player characters).  The protagonist character of the game's narrative and the avatar are 

generally one and the same.  Thus, to speak of the avatar's words and actions is sometimes to 

speak of the player's actions, sometimes to speak of the character's actions.  While the user might 

choose from a tree of dialog options or decide to go to the cave before the castle, the character 

might fix certain dialog wording, internal monolog, attitudes, and actions/reactions without 

giving the user a choice.  It is this latter half of the nature of the avatar that overlaps with literary 

definitions of character.  This point is not without contention, however, from the field of game 

studies. 

 Indeed, character lies at the heart of whether video games can be considered from a 

literary standpoint at all.  Ludologists (scholars of game studies) would argue that video games, 

by being interactive and changing rather than static and pre-set, require an approach wholly new 

and unique – that literary terms and concepts such as character and narrative are inadequate.  

Espen Aarseth, a prominent scholar on the ludology side, goes so far as to state that the 

“underlying drive to reform games as ‘interactive narratives’” is “economic,” “elitist,” and 

“fetishism” (First Person 49).  In their view, the avatar is no more than a chess piece—a vessel 

for the user to enact his or her will in the game world.  Yet a chess piece cannot spout stories of 

its actions prior to the player starting the game—of its interactions with other pieces, in this or 

other places, or of struggles with moral conflicts.  Narratologists who study video games go to 
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great lengths to apply literary concepts to games and their characters.  Game scholar Stuart 

Moulthrop counters Aarseth’s view in stating: 

He writes, “the value system of a game is strictly internal, determined 

unambivalently by the rules.” Seeking to exclude narrativist contraband, Aarseth 

embargoes all cultural implications. We are not to understand the game of chess 

as an allegory of feudalism or Tomb Raider as misogynist-masochist fantasy. By 

his reasoning, chess would be the same game even if the pieces were replaced 

with bottle caps and called minks, warts, and chevrolets instead of bishops, 

knights, and pawns. Likewise, Aarseth claims, the pneumatic Lara Croft could be 

traded for a less salacious anatomy, leaving the game intact. In each case the 

player's engagement with the rule system - the “gaming situation” - matters far 

more than incidental details of the “gameworld.” If these claims seem 

indisputable at face value it is only because they are alarmingly narrow. 

Narratologists claim that while not all games tell stories and that games do not tell stories in the 

same exact fashion as print or film, games are still capable of telling stories.  This being said, the 

application of literary interpretation to this particular aspect of games can provide insight therein. 

 In line with the narratological side of the argument, the avatars of certain video games do 

meet Abrams’s definition of character:  “moral, dispositional, and emotional qualities are 

expressed [through]…dialogue…and…action” (23).  John Cameron, avatar of Cognetics 

Corporation's Amnesia, while obeying user choices, has limits.  He refuses to steal from the hotel 

he wakes in:  "You decide to leave most of the hotel's possessions in the room.  Apparently you 

possess a sense of morality" (Cognetics).  Furthermore, Cameron has memories.  Fragmented 

and lost as they are, now and then Cameron will recall images from his past life, such as his 
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dining experience in a Texas prison:  "You ask for food.  His eyes shrink to pinpoints of sadistic 

pleasure…he hands you…lukewarm chili…garnished…with…a large dead tarantula" 

(Cognetics).  Thus, through thoughts, words, and actions, Cameron shows the elements of a 

character within a series of events (i.e. waking in a jail cell, asking for food, and receiving the 

tainted chili).  Cameron meets Abrams’s definition of character while also requiring methods that 

deal with the compulsion to respond to player input – with interactivity. 

 It is this element of interactivity – a “sense of agency” defined as “the satisfying power to 

take meaningful action and see the results of our decisions and choices” – that puts the avatar's 

nature in question (Murray 126).  While the avatar has traits that would make it a character, the 

user does not.  However, this seems no stumbling block for readers or viewers – few know 

Bilbo's attitudes before touching The Hobbit or Neo's emotions before viewing The Matrix.  

Nevertheless, few would argue that Bilbo or Neo are not characters.  Thus, the user – whether 

reader, viewer, or player – is generally ignorant of part or all of the character before he or she 

experiences the narrative in question.  This coupling of knowing character and unknowing user is 

a paradox inherent to most narrative, and amnesia, through fantasy and gaming, is an answer to 

this paradox. 

 Fantasy – a self-coherent narrative [that]…is impossible in the world as we perceive 

it…[or] set in a an otherworld…that will be impossible” - couples readers with characters and 

worlds they know nothing about, much like the amnesiac knows nothing of him- or her-self 

(Clute and Grant 338).  Two fantasy plot types that often do this, as laid out by Farah 

Mendlesohn in her Rhetorics of Fantasy, are the portal-quest and immersive types.   While the 

character of the portal-quest fantasy "leaves her familiar surroundings and passes through a 

portal into an unknown space," the character (and so too, the reader) of immersive fantasy "is as 
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much a part of the world as are those being read about" (Mendlesohn 1, 59).  Where one is an 

outsider, the other is a native.  The amnesiac, however, is both.  Amnesia creates a separation 

between who the protagonist of a narrative was and who he or she is, a self-knowing entity and 

an entity that knows nothing of itself.  In so doing, the user learns about the character and his or 

her world while the character journeys to do the same.  The user’s lack of knowledge of the 

character’s nature, past, and world is no obstruction to character development—is even mirrored 

in the protagonist's state of being.  As such, character development becomes the narrative's 

primary objective, suggesting that the agency-aspect of avatars accentuates rather than hinders its 

ability to yield to literary concepts and approaches. 

 Text-based fantasy narratives such as We Can Remember It For You Wholesale by Philip 

K. Dick (1986) and its film incarnation, Total Recall (1990), do this through their protagonist, 

Douglas.  Both stories deal with Douglas, citizen of Earth and “average” person wishing to go to 

Mars, only to discover that his marriage and job are fabricated – as are his memories – in order to 

cover-up an actual trip to Mars.  All but the faintest traces – the inexplicable desire to see Mars – 

hint to Doug that he has lost his memories.  In Wholesale, the desire to visit Mars invades Doug's 

sleeping and waking life.  Soon after, he discovers that he has been to Mars, but forgotten due to 

an intentionally inflicted form on amnesia.  Discovering who he was becomes his prolonged 

primary quest in Recall, where Doug finds clues left by his previous self, Howser.  In the end, 

Howser turns out to be an agent of the Martian government on a mission to find a rebel leader.  

Disgusted with his former self, Doug refuses Howser's life and chooses to help the rebels.  I will 

utilize works such as Total Recall in section two of this thesis to discuss how fantasy in a non-

game setting grapples with amnesia as well as to bridge the gap between a discussion of 

literature and games. 
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 Video-game fantasy narratives behave in much the same way as their print and film 

cousins with regards to forgetful characters; amnesiac avatars share many traits with previous 

amnesiac print and film characters.  As seen in Amnesia, John Cameron suffers from memories 

of a past-self that are lost to him.  In following clues left by his former self on a hidden floppy 

disk, Cameron learns of his past lives (as the amnesia is recurrent) and makes a decision 

regarding his future in light of this information – namely to give up the fortune is amnesia-

producing formula would entail and marry the woman who loves him.  Other games, such as 

Silent Hill 2, Planescape:  Torment, Morrowind, Legacy of Kain, and Knights of the Old 

Republic, explore this character-type and its path in far more detail so as to show the validity and 

benefits of applying literary concepts to games and their avatars.  In the third section, I will 

examine these games’ avatars, highlighting important similarities and differences to non-game 

amnesiac characters to show how games with amnesia-based plots not only produce literary 

characters, but motivate users to explore character through interactivity.  I will illustrate the 

results of approaching the video-game avatar as a literary character by examining how these 

works treat the amnesiac avatar and how they play with typical notions of fantasy narrative.  In 

the fourth and final section, I will address the overall benefits of studying avatars as literary 

characters in light of these results and thus, the benefits of utilizing literary approaches to the 

study of game-based narratives in general.  This section will close with the implications of this 

conclusion for games and literature; a plethora of works, previously over-looked for their 

interactive nature, await literary study.  

 In brief, in the second section of this thesis, I will discuss how works from Oedipus the 

King to Total Recall have shaped trends in fantasy-based amnesia fiction.  In the third section, I 

will examine a sampling of amnesiac avatars from five fantasy-based video games.  In the fourth 
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and final section, I will close with the consequences of amnesiac avatars and the benefits of 

studying them from a literary standpoint for games, fantasy, and literature.  The primary aim of 

this thesis is to answer how the amnesia plot-device is used in fantasy-based video game 

narratives to grapple with the seemingly problematic dichotomy of player and character.  The 

thesis will also address the fundamental benefits of examining a video game protagonist with the 

approaches typically used to study literary texts, supporting approaching games from literary 

perspectives. 
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PART 2 – BRIDGING THE GAP 

The Foundations of Amnesia Fiction 

 The amnesiac protagonist is not new.  Before games dealt with the relationship between 

protagonist, memory, and identity, written and cinematic works laid the foundation.  According 

to game designer Ernest Adams, “there are three types of stories in which the characters start 

empty-handed and ignorant…mysteries, heroic quests, and new-kid-in-town scenarios,” and 

most amnesia stories do tend to follow this pattern (1-2).  Perhaps due to the scarcity of true 

cases of amnesia that Lethem described, often amnesia plots take place in the realm of the 

fantastic.  Due to the heightened frequency of amnesia plots in fantasy, and further still in 

fantasy-based games, I will focus on this genre.  Of course, these fields are by no means 

exclusive and tend to overlap in all possible ways.  More common, especially in early literature, 

are characters whose greatest flaw is lacking vital knowledge about themselves.   

 While authentic "amnesia" plots did not become well-known until after the emergence of 

psychology, the realization that knowledge of one's own past is important has been key 

throughout literature.  Memory only extends so far back for everyone, yet those facts most 

fundamental to personal identity—who one's family is—can be hidden before that time, in 

childhood.  It is this ignorance of the past, this lack of self-knowledge through lacking familial 

knowledge, which amnesia plots hold in common with the plot of Sophocles’ Oedipus the King. 

 Though amnesia is not literally mentioned, the core problem of amnesia plots holds true:  

memory and self-knowledge are central to the plot of Oedipus the King.  Before Oedipus, king of 

Thebes, is old enough to store anything into memory, his parents, Laius and Jocasta, received 

prophecy that said son will be the ruin of their household:  “Loxias once said [he] was doomed to 

espouse [his] own mother and to shed with [his] own hands [his] father’s blood” (Sophocles 
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101).  To avert such disaster, they cast Oedipus away.  Yet it is this very act that leads to 

Oedipus’ ignorance of his true parentage and thus, provides no familial information to stay his 

hand when killing Laius or marrying Jocasta.  In the end, all is revealed, yet it is too late.  The 

ignorance has done its work.  Throughout Sophocles' tragedy, words and actions build toward 

the revelation of this knowledge.  Aristotle himself marks the culmination of this knowledge in 

Oedipus as the crucial "change of fortune" of the dramatic work (Heath). 

 As with Oedipus, lacking self-knowledge plays an important role with many future 

protagonists (though often with less horrific results).  Oedipus' myth is one of the earliest to put 

forth a protagonist whose central quest is for the self, identity, past—things about which most 

would have memories.  Not seeking knowledge of his past soon enough causes him peril, and 

gaining fully the information of his past proves the point on which his life and story hinge.  Put 

more simply, the hero finds knowledge of his past lacking, seeks it out, succeeds, and chooses 

who he will be and what he will do with that knowledge.  For early works dealing with amnesia, 

the regaining of lost information about one’s past results only in pain.  Oedipus gouges his eyes 

and enters eternal exile.  For him, despite committing his misdeeds in ignorance, lacking 

memory of his past is not enough to expiate the taint upon his soul.  Nor is Oedipus the last to 

feel doomed by his self-ignorance. 

 Elements of Oedipus’ classical tragedy reappear in the twentieth century.  Another whose 

work lays the foundation for amnesia literature, fantasy writer J. R. R. Tolkien emphasizes the 

importance of familial memory in a highly Oedipal tale weaved into his large and mythic 

precursor to many of his other works, the fantasy-epic The Silmarillion.  Turin Turimbar, like 

Oedipus, is fated by powers higher than himself.  Where Oedipus heard pronouncements from 

the Greek pantheon's oracles, Turin's house, beginning with his father, Hurin, is cursed by 
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Tolkien's ultimate satanic figure, Morgoth, with “a doom…of darkness and sorrow” (240).  Said 

curse is ultimately realized when Turin's sister, Nienor, whom he has no knowledge of, 

encounters the dragon, Glaurung. 

 Glaurung, who had battled Turin before and knew his family well, encountered Nienor on 

a separate occasion and paralyzed her with his gaze (Tolkien 268).  Eyes upon eyes, Glaurung 

uses his evil power to inflict total amnesia on Nienor.  She forgets her family, herself, and even 

how to speak.  Unfortunately, the one to find, name, and romance self-forgotten and nameless 

Nienor is her brother.  Turin gives her name, protects her, weds her, and impregnates her with his 

child.  Upon their final encounter with Glaurung, the dragon recognizes Nienor and releases her 

from his spell:  “Hail, Neinor, daughter of Hurin…I give thee joy that thou hast found thy 

brother at last” (Tolkien 275).  She remembers everything—lives both past and new—and cannot 

bear to know that she is pregnant with her brother's child.  In the end, Turin—he who lacks 

knowledge of his past—throws himself upon his sword, while the true amnesiac, Nienor, flings 

herself into the river.  Again, both protagonists choose hopelessness and doom upon realizing 

their lost memories and gaining information of their pasts.  For them, not only are the horrors of 

their existence caused by fate, but their options thereafter narrowed by fate as well.  When the 

veil of amnesia is lifted, it is, and can only be, too late. 

 Not a hopeful or encouraging pair of stories, to say the least.  Both classic memory-loss 

works, Sophocles' and Tolkien's, provide fundamentally similar plots and endings – suggesting 

that fantasy has continued and built upon Oedipus’ fundamental problem.  Protagonists become 

ignorant or forget—whether due to circumstance, fate, choice, or (more often) magic.  They 

discover, or are made to see, the truth of their pasts, and they decide what to do with that 

information—they choose to die.  The gaining of knowledge may serve as suitable climax, but it 
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is not enough to turn the tides of fate.  Once the amnesia is lifted, each character already feels 

doomed and chooses doom in kind.  Most works, hereafter, acknowledge and adhere to similar 

plotlines.  However, they differ in pessimism.  Later works, instead of dooms and tragic ends, 

exalt defiance of apparent fate and the ability to choose one's future despite past actions and 

forgotten memories.  The future is not completely and blindly optimistic, however.  As with 

Oedipus, Turin, and Nienor, crimes of ignorance can still be painful enough to haunt and hurt 

forever, just not enough to doom entirely or forever. 

 These print works of classical and modern-fantasy amnesiacs establish a tradition – a set 

of concepts and problems – that visual mediums will explore further.  Where Oedipus the King 

and The Silmarillion tell stories of tragic heroes doomed to woe, film explores amnesiacs for 

whom self-knowledge can lead to change, redemption, correcting past wrongs, and even helping 

others with that knowledge.  By showing what film adds to print’s treatment of the amnesiac, I 

will be able to show how games continue pre-existing amnesia-fiction print and film traditions 

and how games do more with the concept of amnesia through agency – how, by comparison, 

game avatars yield to literary conceptions of character.  

Amnesia in Film 

 One of the earliest of these films is Alfred Hitchcock’s Spellbound.  Herein, amnesia is 

not the work of magic or machine, but simple mental illness.  John Ballentine witnesses the death 

of his mental physician, Dr. Anthony Edwards, yet due to certain elements of the crime 

triggering remembrance of youthful trauma, Ballentine forgets not only said events but his very 

identity.  Through assuming the role of the late Dr. Edwards and gaining the aid of Dr. 

Constance Peterson, Ballentine follows scarce clues and psychoanalytic predictions to unlock the 

forgotten portions of his memories and discover who he was/is.  In the end, not only did he not 
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kill Dr. Edwards, but instead he suffered from the guilt of having accidentally killed his younger 

brother.  This pursuit of lost memories highlights the importance of not only memory, but past 

deeds, to one’s identity – for Ballentine they mean the difference between innocent bystander 

and corrupt murderer.  He cannot live without his memories, for guilt consumes him – regardless 

of who he is now or what he does from here onward, he feels ruled by potential past deeds.  

What’s more, however, in transitioning from ignorance to knowledge, the amnesiac Ballentine 

reveals his character – a man wracked with guilt to the point of repression for having 

accidentally killed his brother.  In other words, solving his amnesia shows his former thoughts, 

feelings and actions, the traits of a literary character.  However, Ballantine’s “realistic” story, 

lacking any magical or future-tech intervention, is the exception rather than the rule.   

 As amnesia rarely occurs in reality, after realistic fiction and film dealt with amnesia, 

science-fiction film – a genre sometimes akin to fantasy in the technology it envisions - soon 

followed.   Where real people infrequently fall prey to amnesia, fantasy can merely use magic – 

or science-fiction, a memory erasure/alteration machine – to create as many amnesiacs as desired 

– making amnesia common and realistic and in so doing, allowing for the amnesiac to face a 

greater variety of problems.  Amongst the many authors of modern science fiction, one notorious 

for playing with issues of memory is Philip K. Dick.  According to Lethem, “Dick is the writer 

who has mined amnesia most persistently” (401).   Such science-fiction stories later lent 

themselves to films and games, illustrating the relationship between the fantastic, amnesia, and 

games as well as the ease with which the fantastic and games lend themselves to amnesia plots.  

Dick’s experimentation in memory range from human-like robots (androids) given fabricated 

pasts – the novel Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep (1968) that later led to the film Blade 

Runner (1982) and two video games by the same name (1985 and 1997) - to persons whose 
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memories have been erased and replaced by memory alteration machines.  One amnesiac that 

made it from the pages of Dick’s short stories to the scenes of cinematic works is that of Douglas 

Quail/Quaid (print and film version surnames, respectively – hereafter mentioned only as the 

latter).  Similar to Hitchcock's Ballentine, Quaid's memories of his past are lost, and there is no 

glaring murder to stir his suspicions—only the inexplicable urge to go to Mars. 

 In Dick's original work, Quail answers this call by enlisting the service of dream-vacation 

purveying company, Recall (379).  In so doing, the rug of his life is ripped out from under him to 

reveal the mess of bits and ends swept underneath—the fact that he is, or was, a secret agent, that 

his wife is not his wife, and that he was placed in his current oblivious position under very deep 

cover (Dick 387-389).  While Dick seems content to marvel at this cyclical paradox, director 

Paul Verhoeven takes things a step further by exploring what a man in Quaid's situation—along 

with the extra assistance of Arnold Schwarzenegger's muscles, just for good measure—might do 

with such information (Total Recall).  Of course, for something of film length, the swift 

epiphany of the short story's revelations must be drawn out a bit more.  Quaid must wade 

through confusion, follow a bread-crumb trail of clues left by his former self, survive his ever-

persistent pursuers, and scour the social underworld of the red planet itself.  When he discovers 

his true past, Quaid is none too pleased – his former self, Hauser, tricked him into spying on the 

stereo-typical Scifi "rebels" for the equally stereotypical evil government/corporation.  At this 

point, Quaid rejects Hauser and the idea of returning his body to its former occupant.  Rather 

than return to the life of oppressive-government spy, Quaid escapes the memory chamber, 

unleashes oxygen into the planet via alien technology, and frees the subjugated population of the 

government's air monopoly. 
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 Hitchcock, Dick, and Verhoeven provide the basic structure for many amnesia works to 

come – knowing this structure is essential to showing how fantasy-based games both continue 

and go beyond the typical structure in their treatment of amnesiacs and in so doing, showing how 

fantasy-game amnesiacs yield to literary concepts of character.  Later works will utilize similar 

plot sequences and character types.  Drawing on these works, I will create a working model of 

the fantasy-amnesiac plot structure for use in analyzing fantasy-game amnesia plots later on.  

The typical plot sequence thus far involves the appearance of an individual (typically male) who 

is blissfully ignorant, for the most part, that he or she is lacking anything.  Ballentine goes about 

his life at Green Acres mental facility as if he truly is Dr. Edwards, renown psychiatrist.  Quaid 

wakes on a typical morning to a romp with his false wife, a perusal of galactic news, and a nine-

to-five construction job.  At first, everything seems normal. 

 Then, clues begin to surface, and the amnesiac must play the detective.  Something from 

the past—from that dark and forgotten subconscious—intrudes into the otherwise blissful 

existence.  In a way, memory begins as antagonist and enemy, threatening peace and 

contentment with disturbing truths.  For Ballentine, lines disturbing white expanses are enough 

to clue himself and onlooker Dr. Peterson that something is amiss with the new caretaker of 

Green Acres hospital.  For Quaid, the persistence of dreams upon the sands of Mars, the 

compulsion to shift panoramas of gorgeous green scenery to news of Martian violence and 

turmoil—sleeping and waking obsession—disturb his normal and contented life by leading him 

to Recall. 

 After the clues follows the epiphany—the realization that the protagonist has lost a mass 

amount of memories of a life prior to his or her current existence.  This epiphany is often 

followed either by a full recovery of memories or, more often, by a gradual recovery of memory 
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chunks, each new realization serving to complicate the plot and the pursuit of his or her "true 

identity."  For Ballentine, this occurs when Dr. Peterson confronts him about his false identity 

and forces him to confront both the lines-in-white trigger and the memories it evokes. For Quaid, 

the Recall memory service disturbs the thin veil between current and forgotten memories, 

causing those assigned to care for him to attack him, thus exiling him from normal life into the 

clue-laden path left by his former self. 

 After discovering the protagonist's amnesia, that protagonist follows the bread-crumbs.  

As the clues accumulate, so too the rising action—the complication—of the plot builds.  New 

twists and turns are added to the otherwise linear path through the maze.  As Dr. Peterson aids 

Ballentine first in recognizing his triggers, then in interpreting his dreams, details about who he 

is and what he saw the day of the real Dr. Edwards died arise.  This pursuit leads from the 

perilous revelation that Ballentine was indeed the last person to see Edwards alive, was there 

when he died, and by all accounts, was alone, to the knowledge that Ballentine and Edwards 

were not alone, that original Green Acres administrator was there as well, and that it was he who 

committed the murder.  This translates into Ballentine constantly shifting from fearing himself to 

be a murderer to feeling that he is not. 

 Likewise, Quaid's notes-to-self lead to both pleasing and perilous revelations.  At first, 

Quaid's notes would have him believe he was in love with a rebel and seeking justice for their 

cause.  When Quaid opens a laptop-briefcase acquired from a mysterious messenger, he 

confronts a video message from his former self (Hauser).  Hauser tells Quaid: 

  You are not you.  You’re me… All my life I’ve worked for Mars intelligence.  I  

  did Cohaagen’s dirty work.  But recently, I met somebody-a woman-and I learned 
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  a few things.  I’ve been playing for the wrong team.  All I can do now is try to  

  make up for it. (Total Recall) 

While Hauser leads Quaid to believe he has discovered his true past, Hauser has actually lied to 

further his own goals.  Through voluntarily inducing amnesia, Hauser enables himself to deceive 

the rebel cause’s mind-reading leader, later revealing this plot to Quaid through another video-

diary: 

  If you’re listening to this, it means Kuato is dead and you have led us to him.  I  

  knew you wouldn’t let me down…You see, it’s my body you’ve got there, and I  

  want it back…thanks for not getting yourself killed.  (Total Recall) 

Others show that he was in fact duping them and himself so as to discover and reveal their 

secrets.  By finding and reacting to these video messages, Quaid discovers information about 

himself (some true, some false) leading up to full self-knowledge and memory recovery. 

 The moment of full memory recovery—whether through actual memories flooding back 

or reading/viewing accounts of the events in said memories—is a turning point in most amnesia 

plots.  Not only does the protagonist know who he or she was but must decide who he or she will 

become.  Will the protagonist follow in the footsteps of his or her former self or, as is generally 

the case, rebel against that former self and choose a new path?  This choice is inherently coupled 

with the complication of whether the current self feels responsible for his or her former misdeeds 

and for making suitable reparations.  Generally, the new self acts in ways that result in 

redeeming him or her of former crimes and correcting their results.  Ballentine's full recovery is 

less problematic in one way - he did not kill Dr. Peterson – yet more problematic in another way 

- he did, some time ago, accidentally kill his brother.  In realizing such truths, he comes to terms 

with them, and the information he provides leads to the capture of the true murderer.  Quaid, 
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upon gaining the last piece of the memory puzzle from his last note-to-self video, rebels against 

his former employers and permanently saves the rebels his former self betrayed and temporarily 

imperiled.  Thus, in both cases, new paths are forged and redemption is achieved, denying the 

notion of being fated by one's past misdeeds. 

 The character type espoused by these two narratives differs greatly, however.  While both 

sharing the plight of amnesia, Ballentine and Quaid are by no means equal.  Where Ballentine 

faints at the sight of lines in white, struggles constantly with guilt, suffers from dizzy spells and 

fainting, Quaid hits, kicks, and runs his way through various thugs and aggressors with all the 

bulk and force of Arnold Schwarzenegger.  Where Ballentine's quest results in the recovery of 

his identity and the capture of one killer, Quaid's discovery leads to saving all of Mars from a 

corrupt government.  Where one quest is primarily frail, personal, and human, the other is super-

human, global, and heroic.  Fantasy and film expanded the treatment of amnesiac characters 

from their print origins.  Print-based amnesiacs followed the model of the tragic hero – Oedipus 

and Turin, strong and well-meaning, are brought down by their tragic flaw – their lack of 

knowledge.  Film-based amnesiacs, on the other hand, overcome the flaw imposed by amnesia 

and achieve either a personal victory or a victory of heroic proportions in line with Joseph 

Campbell’s heroic monomyth: 

A hero ventures forth from the world of common day into a region of supernatural 

wonder:  fabulous forces are there encountered and a decisive victory is won:  the 

hero comes back from this mysterious adventure with the power to bestow boons 

on his fellow man.  (30) 

While Ballentine’s victory over amnesia aids himself by bringing peace of mind and innocence 

from murder charges, his only contribution to humankind is the imprisonment of one murderer.  
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Quaid’s journey takes him from a normal life on earth to an adventurous life on an alien planet, 

and his victory brings the boon of freedom from persecution to all of Mars. 

 Later, games, through combining these ideas with agency, will continue exploring these 

character types as well as expand the possibilities even farther.  In showing how games expand 

on the development of the amnesiac, I will explore how games treat the development of 

character. 

The Move into the Interactive Realm 

 At first glance, the interactive medium does not add much to the amnesiac plot or 

character type.  One of the earliest video games to deal with amnesia is the aptly named 

Amnesia, a text-only game (all words, no images) released in 1986 by Cognetics Corporation and 

Thomas Disch (winner of the Hugo Award for The Dreams Our Stuff Is Made Of) (World 

Science Fiction Society).  Therein, the initially nameless protagonist awakes in a hotel room, 

facing "the blank of WHERE AM I?...[and] WHO AM I?" (Cognetics Corporation).  Armed with 

only a word parser (an input system capable of understanding a limited number of words and 

word combinations) and (hopefully) an imaginative ability to improvise, the player must pilot the 

protagonist through a textual grid-work of Manhattan in order to discover not only the character's 

name (John Cameron), but who he is.  Luckily, the former John Cameron(s) have left various 

pseudo-diaries and notes to self throughout Manhattan.  Through playing detective, begging in 

the streets, and opening the safety deposit at the hotel, John Cameron finds a personal floppy 

disk of riddle-locked diary entries:  "Highly confidential.  Do not access the material on this disk 

unless it is yours.  You will know if it is yours only if you don't know who you are."   

 Cameron examines the disk's entries and, as it happens, he has lost his memory several 

times over.  Such is due to experimentation on a certain dish washing detergent chemical used 
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only in a remote town in Texas—and through deliberate poisoning by those wanting the secrets 

behind said chemical: 

  When Shimmer is stored at very high temperatures, it degrades into Letheum.   

  The people in Santa Candelaria who'd used the Shimmer that had been kept in  

  one particular warehouse and who weren't careful about rinsing their dishes were  

  the ones who started to develop amnesia. (Cognetics Corporation) 

 At other times, due to various environmental triggers, Cameron experiences flashes of 

memory—fragmented tidbits of times and contexts past.  When Cameron wanders into the 

locker-room of the hotel's upstairs health club, entering the sauna causes sudden transition into a 

hot jail cell in Texas:  "It's bare and dark and smells of lives gone sour."  In this flashback, 

Cameron faces a jailor that makes him beg for food, only to receive chili a 'la arachnid:  "and 

then you see the large dead tarantula with which the jailor has garnished your dinner" (Cognetics 

Corporation). 

 By the end of the game, when all flashbacks and diskette diaries are accounted for, John 

Cameron finds he has forgotten himself five or more separate times, only to find himself being 

told similar, yet conflicting sets of information by the people around him (those intent on 

keeping him ignorant of himself and their plan).  Due to the accumulation of bread crumbs with 

each self lived and forgotten, this time Cameron is able to not only discover himself but (if the 

player navigates the game successfully) escape his captors and turn events toward their demise.  

While Cameron can never regain his inheritance, he is no longer doomed to death or eternal 

ignorance as an Australian sheep farmer. 

 Thus, Cameron, chemically-induced amnesiac, must seek information about himself, 

solve the problem of who he is, what's happened to him, and decide what to do from there. 
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Unlike the works of Sophocles or Tolkien, yet much in line with works thereafter, a positive (yet 

not perfect) outcome is possible.  With respect to plot, little has changed. 

 However, what has changed is the user's relationship to the character.  Where a reader or 

viewer merely follows a character through his or her actions, events, and trials, the player must 

identify with the avatar as if it were an extension of him- or her-self.  To some extent, the 

protagonists' actions are the player's responsibility (i.e. movement, exploration, combat, puzzles).  

In closely identifying one's self with the avatar, the player comes to share the protagonist's 

personal journey from a mixture of third and first party perspectives – as if someone else's 

journey and his or her own journey at the same time.  This change serves to alter many factors:  

user/character empathy, the shared nature of the emotional purgation of the plot's catharsis, user 

choice in the character's decisions.  The most relevant change to character, however, is that 

games center both character and user's efforts on discovering character – on uncovering the 

amnesiac's lost memories, thoughts, words, and actions.  In so doing, fantasy-based games with 

amnesiac protagonists do not ignore or destroy literary concepts of character so much as make 

them the central focus of the work.  Modern fantasy-based amnesiac games utilize the 

combination of unknowing protagonist and user to explore the depths of character and human (or 

human-analog) nature in ways more nuanced and varied than the forgetful characters of previous 

print and film works.  According to game designer and lecturer Ernest Adams: 

  In a normal, non-interactive story, the characters belong in the world of which  

  they're a part. They understand that world. They know what's in all the drawers in  

  their apartment and what's in all the shops in their town…[Yet] when you play an  

  adventure game, you have no idea what is going on. You have amnesia. 
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Of the many fantasy-based games dealing with amnesia, I will focus on a selection of five that 

best display the variety of characters that games use amnesia to describe:  Silent Hill 2, 

Planescape:  Torment, Morrowind, Legacy of Kain, and Knights of the Old Republic.  In line 

with my argument, examination of the amnesia the avatars in these games suffer from and the 

revelations their quests to heal themselves uncover the character behind the user and his or her 

agency.  By showing how fantasy-game amnesiacs pursue character in unique and varied ways, 

in line with literary conceptions of character, I will show that applying literary approaches to 

games is not only appropriate, but opens up a vastly untapped source of under-analyzed fictional 

texts. 
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PART 3 – AMNESIA IN FANTASY-BASED VIDEO GAMES 

Silent Hill 2 

 In 2001, Konami created a protagonist worth noting in any examination of amnesia in 

fantasy and game – James Sunderland of the horror-themed video game Silent Hill 2.  James 

Sunderland is a widower, his wife Mary having died three years ago from an unnamed illness 

that left her bed-ridden for a long, unspecified, length of time.  What drew James back to the 

town of Silent Hill is his receipt of a letter from his late wife, asking him to come to their 

"special place."  Considering that the dead do not normally send letters, James returns to Silent 

Hill for answers only to find it populated mostly by undead creatures.  He also finds that Silent 

Hill, a being unto itself, has made his inner-demons manifest in the form of various clues – 

people, places, and things – forcing James to remember what repression has taken away.  These 

manifestations purge James’ sexual frustrations, self-hatred, and regret.  Afterward, James’ 

amnesia lifts, like a veil, to reveal memories of Mary’s long illness, the growing tension between 

them as she remained bed-ridden, and the final act of what supposedly was mercy-killing.  In the 

end, James gains the strength to overcome his flaws, gains Mary’s spirit’s forgiveness, and finds 

redemption.  Through this narrative, Konami explores amnesia in a somber, sorrowful, pain-

filled tone – despite amnesia, James is forced to face his problems again, for his life cannot 

advance without such (just as Thebes could not progress if Oedipus did not face his own 

murderous acts).  Yet Silent Hill 2 is also a tale of hope amid sorrow, as it ends with a glimmer 

of hope that James can finally move on, despite the human and demonic horrors he has endured. 

 True to the traditions of fantastic-amnesia plots laid out so far, James Sunderland suffers 

from amnesia, loses memories and information vital to his moving on in life, follows clues in a 

journey to solve the mystery of himself, changes as he finds what was lost, and makes decisions 
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in light of this knowledge and personal growth.  More like modern works of amnesia fiction, 

James’ story holds the possibility of a positive outcome – of life beyond the tragedy and loss. 

Unlike the works of non-interactive mediums, the user explores James’ character by piloting him 

through his search for himself and experiencing each revelation of character along with him.  In 

so doing, the user discovers the “moral, dispositional, and emotional qualities,” through dialogue 

and action, with which the character James Sunderland is endowed by his authors (Abrams 23).  

Game developers, like those behind Silent Hill 2, not only author James’ appearance, script, 

voice-acting, but where he can go and what is available to him.  Users make selections, but 

developers choose which selections to make available – thereby controlling the narrative despite 

user agency’s affects upon the avatar.  For example, James tells the user what he knows in a 

series of internal monologues after reading his late wife’s letter.  Control is turned over to the 

user – an ominous mist-filled town awaits.  Some doors are locked, others not; some roads 

blocked by random ravines, walls, or fences, others not.  The user might choose to make James 

run around in a circle, pick up or not pick up available first-aid kits and ammunition, yet 

inevitably, nothing – narratively speaking – will actually happen until the user moves James to 

act in a way the developers have accounted for.  Where making James run laps achieves nothing, 

moving him in and out of abandoned apartments and empty streets, making him find characters 

to interact with, and causing him to overcome various puzzle and combat-based challenges 

triggers narrative events to occur, thereby causing the game to reveal more information about 

James to both James and the user. 

 In moving James through the town of Silent Hill, the user discovers James’ character 

flaws in the people masquerading as simple visitors to the town.  James encounters Angela, a girl 

despairing and delusional after murdering her abusive father, and Eddie, a disgusting man driven 
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to crazed murders after a life of taunting.  In facing them, James faces the despair and disgust he 

feels for murdering his wife and the two alternatives he could take in response:  committing 

suicide and further acts of murder.  Angela and Eddie associate themselves with James, verifying 

their status as his flaws personified, in asking if James is “saving it [the knife] for himself” and 

claiming “Don't get all holy on me, James; this town called you too.  You and me are the same” 

(Konami).  He rejects their ways of life, stating:  “Me?  No…I'd never kill myself” and “you 

can't kill people just because of the way they look at you.”  In rejecting disgust and despair, 

James releases one of the mental blocks standing between him and his repressed memories – 

between the user and further information about James’ character. 

 Later, James encounters Maria, a woman like Mary in appearance yet healthy, 

provocatively dressed, and ever-flirtatious.  James mistakes her for his late wife, Mary, in their 

first encounter:  "Mary!  No…you're not…You could be her twin!,” solidifying her status as 

Mary’s double (Konami).  Yet her presence forces James to face the idea that being unable to 

find sexual satisfaction in marriage to a bed-ridden ailing wife contributed to his killing Mary – 

where Mary was diseased, ugly, and bitter, Maria is attractive, healthy, and forward:  “Don't you 

want to touch me?...Come and get me; I can't do anything through these bars."   Through such 

behavior, Maria represents the alternative course of action James might take now – forgetting his 

woes and mistakes in self-indulgence.  He rejects her and thus, experiences character change via 

overcoming sexual frustration and need, in stating: “"I don't need you anymore…I understand 

now.  It's time to end this nightmare."  Finally, James meets Pyramid Head, a silent, monstrous 

executioner that constantly pursues James and murders Mary’s double, Maria, before his eyes, as 

well as violating other less obvious doubles from time to time (female mannequins) and doubles 

of James (mutilated corpses with similar clothing/hair).  In facing Pyramid Head, James relives 
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the murderous act and, through such, receives punishment for it.  Through all of these 

encounters, the user moves James to further unlock his lost memories and confront his struggles 

with despair, disgust, sexual frustration, and the need for punishment; in so doing, the user 

actively pursues the development of those flaws in James’ character. 

 This technique of qualities personified is not unique to gaming, but a carryover from old 

traditions in horror and allegory.  The studies of Patricia Spacks explore these traditions, 

examining how: 

  Critics [of eighteenth century horror] considering ghosts, furies, and   

  personifications as creatures much like one another, and poets exploited the  

  similarity by creating fresh personifications, or re-creating classic ones, in which  

  supernatural figures were labeled Revenge, Despair, Envy, and the like. (560) 

While James does not meet characters running about with “Revenge” or “Despair” signs pinned 

to their shirts, he does encounter persons that share and hyperbolize one aspect of his flaws (such 

as lust in Maria or self-hate in Eddie).  Just as the monsters of eighteenth-century horror (and 

various works of horror thereafter) used qualities personified as monsters - beings with a “special 

function: to reinforce an abstract idea by a concrete image and thereby to achieve one sort of 

rhetorical sublimity” – so too does Silent Hill 2 parade before the user a menagerie of false-

humans created by a living town, made from James’ flaws and struggles (Spacks 560).  By 

allowing users to interact with these “sublime personified” beings on multiple levels, through 

James, the user learns more about James’ personality in great depth for having each quality 

rendered separate, physical, and social. 

 In exploring Silent Hill, the user discovers James’ past words and actions.  For the most 

part, these are detailed in a mysterious home video found in James and Mary’s old honeymoon 
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suite.  After the user moves James through Silent Hill’s many paths, people, and obstacles, to the 

Lakeview Hotel, he finds laid out for him (presumably by the town) a home VHS of scenes from 

his honeymoon chaotically inter-meshed with scenes never recorded on tape – images and 

sounds of him murdering his wife some time later.  Herein, user and character’s eyes become 

one.  As James watches, the user watches; as James discovers what he’s done, the user finds out 

more of James’ past words and actions:  words of love juxtaposed with pain, angst, and violence.  

Through such, a VHS tape becomes a vessel for surrogate memories – digital memories – 

mirroring how a digital game is being used to explore James’ personality all the while. 

 Furthermore, as ambiguity persists throughout Silent Hill 2, (the initial note from Mary 

fading throughout the game, signaling its being a creation of James’ imagination, whether Maria 

is truly Mary or just a doppelganger, etc), there remains the possibility that watching the 

honeymoon home video triggers the intrusion of the murder-memories.  This theory would be in 

line with certain lines of thought in real-world trauma psychotherapy.  According to Lindsay et 

al, “some trauma memory oriented psychotherapists advise clients to review old family photo 

albums to cue suspected ‘repressed’ memories of childhood sexual abuse” (149).  While 

discredited in the real world as a scientific method by virtue of its ability to suggest false 

memories, the concept carries over to literature quite well.  Not only does watching his 

honeymoon after facing his personified demons make James see Mary’s murder, but makes him 

remember all the details of his past surrounding that murder as well.  In guiding James through 

his obstacles, to this film, the user learns as James’ memories are triggered back into existence 

and regained, resulting in a mutual experience of epiphany.  This duality is further underlined by 

the  move to first person when viewing the tape; after the tape goes in and the screen comes on, 

the user sees through James’ point of view as he witnesses Mary on their honeymoon, the 
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murder, and James admitting “I killed her” (Konami).  As in the catharsis a user feels after 

following a character through an Aristotelian dramatic work, controlling James’ avatar brings the 

user into James, learning as he learns, seeing as he sees, and feeling the epiphany he feels at the 

realization that both he (James, the character) and the user (James, the video-game avatar) 

murdered his wife.   

 In helping James find his lost memories and cure his amnesia, the user both experiences 

and compels James’ dynamic character’s catharsis, moral and emotional changes, and resulting 

life decisions. By the time the user has helped James discover what he’s lost - both via implied 

cues from the presence of Angela, Eddie, Maria, and Pyramid Head, as well as from the more 

explicit information on the video tape – the user has also witnessed James change as a person.  

He no longer feels tempted to lose himself in despair, disgust, lust, or punishment – he no longer 

needs these escapes and thus, no longer needs his amnesia to shield him from what he’s done.  At 

this point, the user moves James to confront each of his inner demons made manifest by the 

town, deny them, and reach Mary’s spirit (much like Dante finding Beatrice after going through 

Hell).  Whether or not Mary is truly there, James owns up to his actions, apologizes, and receives 

forgiveness as well as the now over-used parting message to “Be happy” and start living his life 

again.  Through words and actions, James shows the user his change of character – his 

decision/ability to move on in life and leave his pain behind in Silent Hill. 

 Through the players’ efforts, despite having agency in what James Sunderland does 

throughout his journeys, a round and nuanced character is revealed.  In fashioning their fantastic-

amnesia story in the interactive medium, Konami provides game and plot related motivations to 

explore and expand, not restrict, the literary aspects of James’ character.  Furthermore, Silent Hill 

2 shows that amnesia does not only serve to explore tragic heroes of strength and renown (like 
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King Oedipus, Turin, or Quaid), but weak, frail human beings as well – human nature plagued by 

repressed memories of murder and pain, its needs for punishment and purgation mingled with its 

inability to cope, and its resiliency in finding redemption despite facing fleshly, very real 

versions of despair, anxiety, disgust, and suffering – perhaps even by way of their assistance. 

Allegorically, the plot shows James - and in so doing, the user explores – the notion of facing 

one’s “demons” in the worst scenario of self doubt in the clothing of evil monsters and 

abandoned towns.  Through examination of James’ amnesia and the fantasy-game story leading 

to its resolution with literary concepts of character, despite (and at times, because of) the 

presence of user agency that makes Silent Hill 2 a video game, a deeply nuanced and troubled 

character is revealed – his plight meriting addition not just to the realm of games, but to the body 

of literature exploring the human condition. 

Planescape:  Torment 

 Like James Sunderland, the Nameless One of Black Isle’s Planescape:  Torment suffers 

from amnesia brought on as a side-effect from his own search for immortality, deep character 

flaws, and the pain of regret as he remembers past misdeeds heretofore completely forgotten.  

Unlike the obscure, abandoned, American town of Silent Hill, Planescape:  Torment takes place 

in a high-fantasy, rust-covered, urban environment of Sigil, where elves, demons, humans, and 

shambling undead are all common-place.  The Nameless One, like James, also travels a path akin 

to both the portal-quest and immersive fantasy plot types from Mendelssohn’s Rhetorics of 

Fantasy.  The Nameless One was a native (as are the protagonists of immersive fantasies), but is 

no longer—forced to relearn himself and his world as a new comer would (as protagonists in 

portal-quest fantasies do).  Unlike James, the Nameless One’s amnesia occurs due to magic 

rather than psychosis, has different identities – and sets of character flaws -dependent on which 
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set of memories he uncovers, and suffers for deeds committed against multiple persons ranging 

from misuse and manipulation to mass murder spanning centuries.  Like James his body and 

mind suffer from all human frailties, yet unlike him he does hold one “power” so to speak, in 

ways a deeper weakness, the inability to truly die; like John Cameron of Amnesia, he suffers 

from the inability to rely on/hold onto his own memories.  In seeking immortality from a witch, 

the Nameless One gained the ability to physically self-resurrect upon each death, yet without 

matching mental resiliency.  Each time he dies and comes back to life, he forgets absolutely 

everything, leads a different life, and becomes a different person.  Planescape concerns the most 

recent of these lives and this latest Nameless One’s incarnation’s efforts to uncover information 

on all those that came before him, as well as on how to put an end to his condition (i.e. to truly 

die).  Yet again, the tone of the amnesiac’s tale is sorrowful and filled with pain – like James, the 

Nameless One faces horrible deeds he cannot wash away, deeds he must face to move on.  

However, Planescape:  Torment mingles this with occasional humor, adventure, and amounts of 

user/character death excessive to the point of amusement.  In doing so, Planescape shows that 

while an amnesiac’s journey is gravely serious, it can be more than non-stop drama and need not 

be devoid of joy. 

 As with other amnesiacs of less interactive mediums, the Nameless One forgets himself, 

comes to realize his plight, follows the clues toward finding what he’s lost, and upon finding it, 

decides to walk a path different from that of his previous self/selves.  True to Lethem’s point that 

reality rarely holds persons with such conditions, magic – not repression – is to blame.  Yet the 

method of amnesia-induction is nearly as arbitrary as it is fantastical – a mere vehicle for the 

character’s flaws to create his problems and in turn, motivate his quest to find himself.  

Furthermore, as the Nameless One transitions from the immersive-fantasy protagonist, fully 
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knowing himself and his world, to the portal-quest-fantasy character who knows nothing of his 

world, so too must he labor to make the reverse transition – to know not only his world, but 

himself. 

 It is at this point that the user—the other person to know nothing of the character or his 

world, the real-world mirror to the character’s mental state (at least, regarding the character’s 

identity and world, not the user’s own)—joins with the Nameless One and contributes to his 

efforts to come to know himself again.  Rather than merely reading of a nameless man 

wandering the rusty, filthy, fantasy city of Sigil in a dimension bordering the living realm, 

travelling with the people he’s wronged in past lives, and scouring varying forms of afterlives for 

answers, the user moves him through such circumstances and in so doing, uncovers his flaws and 

past misdeeds, experiences his change of heart in words and actions, and moves him toward both 

fulfillment and inner-change.  

 The user navigates the Nameless One through Sigil, meeting a number of people that 

trigger memories of past misdeeds and flaws.  A local slum-lord, Pharod, stands amid the trash-

heaps of Sigil’s underworks, waiting to trade favors for the knowledge the Nameless One seeks.  

As the user aids Pharod to find his prized artifact, he comes to find out, later, that a former self 

tricked Pharod into valuing, seeking, preserving, an artifact that would not help him at all – that 

would only truly help the Nameless One himself recall his name and other memories:  “I struck a 

bargain with him… told Pharod [the Bronze Sphere] …would save his miserable life… nothing 

motivates a man faster” (Black Isle).  A former lover, Deionarra, lies dead upon a bier in the 

local mausoleum, yet her phantom and the will she left trigger revelations of how he used and 

lied to her, leaving her to die in the world of his enemy so as to keep a link there, and a set of 

eyes to feed him information: 
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  That girl had little sense of the Planes in her, and that’s what I needed her for… I  

  just wanted to get in, sacrifice her, then get out…I needed someone to be my eyes  

  and ears…to serve as a scout and try to find out who my killer was. 

A despairing warrior, Dak’kon, stands waiting in a bar, yet the user conversing with him, gaining 

his trust, provides a revelation.  When Dak’kon languished in a mire of chaos, waiting to die 

after a failure that destroyed his home and his faith, the Nameless One restored his faith with 

forged scriptures, lifted him from the mire, and sealed a life-debt for such salvation, all that he 

might manipulate the warrior into using his magical blade against the Nameless One’s enemies.   

“Such a tool, when used properly, could slay the multiverse itself,” the Nameless One states of 

Dak’kon and his sword, epitomizing how he “used” them both, just as with all of his allies. From 

the beginning, the floating skull Morte dotes on the Nameless One like a man who can never 

make amends for the wrongs he has committed to his charge.  If the user chooses to converse 

with him, seek after his background, the user discovers how the Nameless One once pulled him 

out of Hell for promised knowledge, ill-treating him upon discovering the offer false:  “Damn 

you, skull, you lied to me.  I’ll thrust you back in that damnable pillar and leave you to *die* 

there.”  Therein, the user discovers another in a series of character flaws the Nameless One must 

make amends for and overcome in his journey.  Treating the avatar of the Nameless One as 

merely a game-piece—ignoring any literary aspects of character he might possess—would be to 

ignore the collection of experiences, words, and flaws the user discovers about him in alleviating 

his amnesiac state.  This side that goes beyond mere chess piece—this side hidden by amnesia 

and discovered through the user’s efforts to alleviate that amnesia—is a literary character, 

complete with memories of meaningful words and actions.  Beneath the scarred-zombie surface 

that moves at the user’s slightest mouse-click is a character who does not jump at the user’s 
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commands – a man who has lived many lives, mistreated friends and enemies, and sought 

immortality at all costs. 

 In exploring what these characters have to say and what memories their words bring to 

the surface, the user discovers that the Nameless One has manipulated, used, tortured, and killed 

to protect his secrets, to gain answers to his dilemma, and to gain every advantage against his 

enemies.  Through the user’ efforts, these character flaws are revealed, and through knowledge 

of such flaws, the user is empowered with knowledge essential to discovering the rest of the 

Nameless One’s identity.  Moving the Nameless One to follow all the clues, the user discovers 

the witch who made him immortal at his own behest, the flaws in his immortal condition, the 

attitudes of those selves that lived before him, and the foe who would prevent him from knowing 

the truth – a separate being made of his own severed mortality. 

 Games prove amnesia’s flexibility as a tool for exploring character and human nature 

once again in Planescape: Torment by providing a character, the Nameless One, who deals with 

problems and makes choices that Oedipus or Turin of print works or Ballentine and Quaid of 

film do not.  Where other amnesiacs have sought themselves merely to fill a personal void or 

alleviate their guilt, the Nameless One makes right each wrong he has committed in his forgotten 

lives (apologizing/freeing Deionarra, Dak’kon, and Morte from their physical, emotional, and 

obligational imprisonments) and seeks his own death to save those his condition still affects 

(those souls that die in his place, via the curse, that he might live).  The user helps the Nameless 

One converse with each wronged figure and make restitution, such as telling Deoinarra, “When I 

brought you to this Fortress, it was my intention that you die here…And that is why you suffer 

now…I am sorry, Deionarra” or telling Dak’kon, “You will leave this place with your freedom” 

(Black Isle).  In so doing, Planescape, through interactivity, has allowed the user to explore not 
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only the flawed aspects of human nature and the self-focused catharsis of personal redemption, 

but the weight of responsibility for helping those one has wronged in the past – helping others 

move on from the hurts one has caused, even if the self cannot (and like Nameless One, must die 

to do so). 

 As James recovers memories of his past deeds and misdeeds from interactions with other 

characters and his environment, both he and the player learn the nature of the Nameless One’s 

character.  As for the Nameless One’s “moral, dispositional, and emotional qualities…expressed 

in…dialogue…and…action,” the player learns that the Nameless One’s character was a harsh 

and pragmatic one, capable of using those around him for his own ends, both in achieving and in 

attempting to dissolve his tormented immortal state (as shown by his interactions with Pharod, 

Dak’kon, Morte, and Deionarra) (Abrams 23).  The player also learns of the current Nameless 

One’s regret for his past incarnations’ actions and the actions he takes in response to said regret 

(i.e. making amends with each character and journeying to the Fortress of Regrets to become 

mortal again).  Thus, the Nameless One’s amnesiac journey describes and develops a literary 

character filled with the nuances and complexities of many personalities, flaws, mistakes, and 

inner-turmoila, still capable of redemption despite centuries of crimes and lifetimes of 

punishment. In the agency section of her Hamlet on the Holodeck, game scholar Janet Murray 

poses the question, “Can we imagine a compelling narrative literature that builds on these game 

structures without being diminished by them?  Or are we merely talking about an expensive way 

to rewrite Hamlet for the pinball machine?” (129).  In showing the words, actions, feelings, and 

flaws of the Nameless One, this analysis supports the idea of studying the Nameless One with 

literary concepts to character—of studying video games with literary concepts—and discredits 

the notion that their agency-laden avatar state hinders such studies.  However, this is not the 
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limit; games have yet more to offer to literary analysis through examination of its other fantasy-

based amnesiac avatars. 

The Elder Scrolls III:  Morrowind 

 Silent Hill 2 and Planescape:  Torment have furthered the tradition of amnesia as the 

personal journey through human frailty through the interactive medium – James shows users that 

an avatar can repress and overcome murder while the Nameless One shows users how 

inextricably linked memory and identity are through forming a different personality each time he 

dies, forgets, and resurrects.  However, many works of fantasy concern themselves not with the 

weak, but the strong – not with the domestic, but the heroic – with events not only relevant to a 

person’s inner turmoil and growth, but the salvation of a land in some sort of danger from “evil 

forces.”  Compare, for example, Arnold’s Quaid in Total Recall, practically invincible to his 

countless attackers and the savior of a planet, to the frail and frightened Ballentine of 

Spellbound, who only just manages to save himself from the guilt of a crime he did not commit.  

The protagonist King Oedipus saved Thebes from the curse of himself through discovering 

details of his character – of his parentage and sexual misconduct – in his amnesiac quest.  The 

protagonist Douglas Quaid, upon discovering his character’s forgotten past of spying and 

undercover work, acted by freeing the poor of Mars from government and corporate oppression. 

Diverting from these already trodden character-paths, the fantasy-game amnesiac Nerevar Indoril 

provides a character that has made few past mistakes warranting his amnesiac state or the need to 

make amends, yet he seeks to save the continent of Morrowind from a self-made mad deity.  In 

the land of Morrowind, a continent-isle situated in the fantasy world of Tamriel, once served as 

stage for wars between elves and dwarves, and later, invaders from afar.  Amidst all this, an 

elven leader, Nerevar, befriended dwarf leaders for mutual benefit only to find betrayal when the 
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war was over.  Listening to the words of his trusted advisors as well as his goddess, Azura, he 

struck out at the dwarves, only to be betrayed by those same advisors – leading to his demise.   In 

time, as the user moves Nerevar through modern Morrowind, they both learn all of this, learn 

that Azura has brought him back to fix what went wrong, deal with traitors, and stop those 

advisors who have now made themselves gods through forbidden powers (most of all, Dagoth 

Ur).  As Nerevar’s amnesia does not come packaged with vast regrets and misdeeds, only the 

flaw of having trusted the wrong advisors, the tone of Morrowind is not so gravely somber as 

Silent Hill 2 or bitter-sweet as Planescape:  Torment.  Indeed, while Nerevar’s mission is 

serious, it is far more focused on discovery, exploration, and adventure than the other works here 

discussed, showing that the amnesiac’s journey can still be sensational while being self-seeking.  

In Bethesda’s words, Morrowind allows the user to experience “an epic, open-ended single-

player game where you create and play any kind of character you can imagine” whether that 

play-style results in a “noble hero embarking on an epic quest” and adherence to “the intriguing 

main storyline” or divergence into thievery, destruction, and “evil” (Bethesda Softworks, 

“Overview”).  Yet while exploring this “epic quest” with Nerevar the “noble hero,” the user 

uncovers Nerevar the person as well – Nerevar, the elf leader, warrior, and man who was 

betrayed by those he trusted and who a deity brought back to counter the repercussions.  While 

allowing vast amounts of agency, the game entices the user into a “intriguing main storyline” 

that tells him or her all about the avatar Nerevar and his very literary-character-like qualities. 

 In continuation of print and film traditions, Morrowind explores the plight of a man who 

loses all knowledge of himself and his home and seeks to regain it – thus beginning as the 

immersive-fantasy hero, becoming the portal-quest hero, then through gradual successes and 

education, becomes immersed in knowledge of self, home, and plight again, only to have to 
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make a decision to solve his plight.  While seeking knowledge of one’s past is an important 

factor in itself, like the Nameless One, Nerevar’s journey to know himself becomes 

overshadowed at times – even more so than in Planescape – by the importance of using self-

knowledge to help others.  Nerevar learns that those who betrayed him now plague the land as 

gods – Dagoth Ur not only plaguing the lands with plague and demons, but attempting to create 

an even more powerful, yet mindless, god-like entity to rule Morrowind and defy the empire.  

After learning of his betrayal and of Dagoth Ur’s plans, Nerevar risks his new chance at life to 

kill Dagoth Ur and liberate Morrowind.   

 For Nerevar, reincarnation - like the Nameless One’s resurrections - has stolen his 

memories.  It is upon Nerevar’s arrival in Morrowind, thinking himself a simple imperial 

prisoner and still suffering from total amnesia of his past or his divinely-decided purpose, that 

the user attains control and begins to motivate all of Nerevar’s words and actions.  In so doing, 

the user travels through Morrowind, combats Dagoth Ur’s demons and plagues, and discovers 

more of Nerevar’s character.  By moving Nerevar up in the ranks of modern Morrowind’s social 

and religious orders, the user discovers varied accounts of Nerevar’s past deeds and actions – 

participates in propelling the development of Nerevar’s character.  In temple libraries and the 

chamber of former lieutenant turned-altruistic god of Morrowind, Vivec, as well as from the 

mouth of the mad-god Dagoth Ur, gains answers as well as ambiguity.  One account says that all 

of Nerevar’s lieutenants and his wife betrayed and killed him.  Another says that only Dagoth Ur 

betrayed.  When confronted, either side accuses the other and in the end, the player as well as 

Nerevar are left with both numerous questions and ambiguous answers to Nerevar’s past.  

Dagoth Ur claims that he “served [Nerevar] faithfully once…and [he] repaid [him] with death” 

(Bethesda Softworks, Morrowind).  Azura, Nerevar’s goddess, states only that Nerevar is 
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destined to “stand before the false gods and release the heart from its prison, heal my people and 

restore Morrowind,” yet this neither confirms nor denies either account.  The lieutenant turned 

god, Vivec, places all blame on Dagoth Ur, yet repents of his ill-gotten godhood.  As these 

ambiguities regard Nerevar’s killer and what was done to Nerevar, not his own actions, 

Nerevar’s character is yet made clearer for all of the accounts – a warrior-king that worshipped 

the noble goddess Azura, defended his people to death, gained bad advice from his advisors, and 

was slain by one or more of his own kinsmen in exchange for godly power and status.  Through 

these accounts, we gain not Nerevar’s precise words, but many of his actions. 

 What’s more, by motivating the user to seek out clues about Nerevar and delivering 

mixed accounts – accounts telling the same historical event with different attitudes towards 

historical figures and different culprits for the crime of Nerevar’s death - Morrowind explores a 

problem of mutual concern with literary and historical study – the multiplicity of accounts of 

history, of sides to each story, and the inherent ambiguity they cause for knowing the past – 

whether it be the past of a single person or of a nation.  Through Nerevar’s amnesia, the user 

navigates intermingled complexities of the sometimes unreliable knowledge narratives provide 

readers of their characters just as historical accounts sometimes provide varied, unreliable, 

ambiguous accounts of history.  In presenting a hero and a history both entwined and ambiguous, 

Morrowind uses Nerevar’s amnesia to enter into the postmodern discussion of ambiguity.  If 

postmodern values include “a degree of skepticism about the objectivity of truth, history and 

norms, the givenness of natures and the coherence of identities,” a questioning of history and 

identity, then Morrowind fits into such a conversation quite well (Eagleton vii).  This blurring of 

truths about Morrowind’s history and Nerevar’s past, this postmodern questioning of history and 
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identity, inevitably leads to two other identity questions:  the inherent identity questioning of the 

amnesiac and the identity boundaries of the user and his or her video game avatar. 

 However, Morrowind does not seem satisfied with ambiguity as an end goal or stopping 

point.  More than this, Morrowind makes a statement about such issues through guiding the user 

past this dilemma toward killing Dagoth Ur and destroying the source of all Morrowind’s self-

made gods’ powers – the statement that despite ambiguity, whether on an individual or national 

scale, action is required for anything to progress or change.  That is, the user’s guiding Nerevar 

shows the necessity of action without the comfort of certainty, an insight about life and human 

nature despite such events taking place in a fantasy world and being motivated by the actions of 

user outside the narrative itself.  The response to postmodernism of “action in the face of 

ambiguity” rather than ambiguity as an end seems inherent to video games as a medium, due to 

their plots not progressing without user-supplied actions.  However, this response seems 

especially prevalent to games that deal with amnesia.  After all, if identity ambiguity were an 

acceptable end, then games could end at the moment the avatar realizes he or she has amnesia.  

As this is not the case—as most games, films, and print narratives dealing with amnesia place the 

realization of the character’s amnesiac state somewhere near the beginning of the narrative—the 

case for action in the face of ambiguity seems unanimous throughout amnesia fiction. 

 As the examination of Nerevar’s amnesiac journey shows how a user finds character 

through the use of agency in the Nerevar avatar, it also shows the value of literary approaches to 

studying video games.  However, further examination of amnesiac avatars in fantasy-based 

games offers other games whose amnesiac protagonists take character development in video 

games down paths both similar to and different from those travelled by James Sunderland, the 

Nameless One, or Nerevar Indoril. 
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Legacy of Kain 

 Silent Hill 2, Planescape:  Torment, and Morrowind all provide characters who deal with 

self-knowledge, the frailties of human nature, and sacrifice for concerns beyond the self.  Raziel 

of Crystal Dynamics’ Legacy of Kain series touches on all of these things as well.  Once mortal, 

Raziel died, and Kain raised him as a vampire – an act that brought Raziel life but not memory of 

his past.  After a millennium as a vampire, Kain betrays Raziel, sending him upon a path of 

vengeance only to discover, in the search for his betrayers, knowledge of who he was when he 

still lived.  Raziel finds that he was once a warrior-priest whose mission was to slay all vampires.  

However, far from holy, Raziel the warrior-priest had been led to his righteous cause not by an 

altruistic being, but by a manipulative entity posing as god.  Learning of his past life and the 

misguided motives for his righteous murders subjugates his desire for revenge on Kain.  Instead, 

he rejects his past and martyrs himself to rid the world of the false god’s control.  Beyond 

discovering his past, his fears, and the way he wants to die, Raziel finds that knowing one’s self 

may not only serve to lead to the helping others; it may be necessary to be capable of helping 

others and needed to act from free-will instead of fate and predestination.  Contributing to what 

currently seems a majority trend, the tone of Legacy of Kain mingles self-discovery with regret 

and pain – the tragic hero’s plight of failure from character flaws and the modern hero’s 

bittersweet redemption.  Raziel explores and discovers, sates vengeance and justice, but finds his 

strengths to be flaws, his righteousness to be pride, his former purity as a human/priest marred by 

lust for murder, and his future filled with the fear of pre-destined martyrdom as the only possible 

redeeming course.  Thus, the tone, though hopeful for the future of the land and the peace of 

Raziel’s soul in death, is still filled with a series of explorations through Raziel’s pained, 

regretful memories, like those of Silent Hill 2 or Planescape. 
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 After the manner of print and film fantastic works, Raziel forgets himself, discovers his 

loss, seeks knowledge of himself, and changes in light of this knowledge.  He is not so weak, 

physically, as the frail and fragile humans of Spellbound, Amnesia, Silent Hill 2, or Planescape:  

vampiric powers of strength, agility, near-immortality, and pseudo-flight see to that.  Inside, 

however, Raziel proves just as emotionally complicated, flawed, driven, and distraught.  As a 

human, a vampire, and a wraith, pride, naiveté, and self-righteousness drove him – Raziel 

making different mistakes in each life, though seemingly from similar, persistent character flaws.  

In successive acts of revelation, Raziel experiences regret, fear, and the drive to amend his 

character by acting for others rather than himself – for the good of the land of Nosgoth rather 

than to sate his pride or zealotry.  Like most modern works, yet unlike Oedipus or Turin, Raziel 

does not find himself doomed by past mistakes.  Yet rather than saving his life, like the 

Nameless One, self-knowledge leads to a change of character and a decision to die for a purpose 

greater than the self. 

 Interactivity brings to this fantastic-amnesia driven story a user who shares in Raziel’s 

initial ignorance of his past.  In joining Raziel at the height of his stature in Kain’s circle of 

vampire lieutenants, just before his fall, the user gets to experience the seemingly unwarranted 

and jealousy-driven violence of Kain towards his or her character (and in that sense, toward the 

user) as well as Raziel’s drive to avenge himself.  User actions move Raziel along the path of 

vengeance in which they stumbles across information about Raziel’s life before vampirism (and 

before the game/the user’s entry into the narrative).  The user moves Raziel, in Soul Reaver 1, to 

open the tomb where he and his fellow vampire-slaying warrior-priests lay buried before Kain 

turned them into vampire-propagating lieutenants.  After such, Raziel insists he has been 

desecrated – a priest turned into a vampire could only be an atrocity.  He denies the reality of his 
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past nature when he rejects Kain’s response to such claims: “Who better to serve me than those 

whose passions transcend all notions of good and evil…You think the Sarafan were noble, 

altruistic?  Don’t be simple; their agenda was the same as ours” – that is, the agenda of vampires 

to conquer and rule (Crystal Dynamics, Soul Reaver 2). 

 In Soul Reaver 2, the user moves Raziel through successive meetings with a false-god 

that would manipulate his fate and all of Nosgoth’s throughout history as well as meetings with 

the living human Raziel in Nosgoth’s past and the ever present Kain.  After seeing his past first 

hand, these meetings yield knowledge to Raziel, and to the user, confirming his lustful drive to 

hunt vampires and his blindness to their suffering at his own hands; they show his murder of the 

one noble vampire, reclusive Janos Audron, who lived not only without hate or the “desire” to 

harm humanity, but made efforts to save them unto his dying breath at human Raziel’s hands.  In 

sharing Raziel’s desire to destroy the morally debased murderer of altruistic Janos, the user 

knows he or she must pilot wraith Raziel to his human self’s priestly citadel.  In fighting human 

Raziel, the user rejects him just as Raziel reveals an overt character change – proclaiming “I 

renounce you,” to his human self as he impales human Raziel on his sword (Crystal Dynamics, 

Soul Reaver 2).  Finally, in moving Raziel through a series of bouts with historical paradox, 

encounters with Kain, and the false-god’s manipulations in the last chapter of the series, 

Defiance, the user learns Raziel’s fear at dying to become the only weapon capable of saving the 

world and his subsequent decision to lay down vengeance and fear and accept this destiny:  “this 

is what it is for, what I am for…I am, as before, your right hand…your sword…now you will see 

the true enemy” (Crystal Dynamics, Defiance). 

 Through knowing himself, Raziel saves his world for all time, reinforcing the importance 

of the old adage of classical literature and Alexander Pope, “Know thyself” (qtd. in Russell 1).  
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Legacy of Kain reinforces this significance by placing the fate of the world and the fate of one 

soul in tandem/coexistence.  Through interactivity, the Legacy of Kain series allows the user to 

regain information about Raziel’s past and in so doing, explore Raziel’s character:  a man fraught 

with flaws who faces them, rejects them, and martyrs himself on Kain’s sword that he might kill 

a false, history-manipulating god.  Where print literary works show “moral, dispositional, and 

emotional qualities” through characters’ words and actions, the interactive explores Raziel’s 

failings as a human/in his past, his flawed nature in his unlife/present, his words renouncing his 

past, deciding his future, and the actions he takes to both redeem himself and save his world 

(Abrams 23).  The limits of the user’s agency in Legacy of Kain does not allow the user to 

choose whether Raziel does these things or not—rather it encourages the user to seek after 

knowledge of Raziel’s forgotten past.  The user does not turn a page while seeking Raziel’s 

character; however, the user does make efforts to quest for it through a simulated world.  Despite 

the presence of agency, the user finds, in Raziel, a very literary character; because of the 

presence of agency, the user is compelled to find out more about Raziel’s character.   

Star Wars:  Knights of the Old Republic 

 The fantastic sci-fi universe of Star Wars always treats things in epic terms.  Started in 

1977 by George Lucas’ first film in the series, Star Wars, many films, books, comics, and video-

games have been created and based in the science-fiction fantasy world of the Star Wars galaxy. 

In this galaxy of high technology and constant space travel, two groups – Jedi and Sith – vie for 

control by way of a magic-like ability they both share – the Force.  Representing good and evil, 

respectively, the Jedi and Sith conflict in various struggles that serve for many of the series’ 

prominent conflicts (such as Luke Skywalker and Darth Vader in the original trilogy of films).  

From this fictional universe, video-game developers brought forth amnesiac-fantasy on a galactic 
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scale.  In Bioware’s Star Wars:  Knights of the Old Republic, a Jedi awakes to find himself 

amidst another war between Jedi and Sith for control of the galaxy.  Later, that same Jedi 

discovers, through travelling with the Jedi people’s star warrior, Bastilla, and encountering the 

Sith’s leader, Malek, that he is not what he seems.  The protagonist finds he has forgotten 

himself, that he was once Malek and the Sith people’s master, Revan, and that the Jedi, upon 

defeating him long ago, reprogrammed his mind through the force.  Consequently, Bioware 

provides, through Revan, an amnesiac unwillingly made so through a goodly magical force – and 

not only made to forget himself, but made to turn completely from an agent of evil to a champion 

of light.  In Knights of the Old Republic, where other fantasy-amnesia stories recounted 

individuals overcoming mistakes through the self-knowledge of the amnesiac’s journey, Revan 

expands the amount of inner change to total personality alteration.  Not only does Revan save the 

galaxy through his self-knowledge, but in so doing, changes from total evil to total good – 

markedly the most extreme of amnesiac character changes.  In tone, Knights of the Old Republic 

is more unique than other works here discussed.  While Revan has much to regret, he has already 

lived a life of goodness before realizing his past wrongs – already proven himself capable of 

change and thus, warranting plenty of hope for the future.  For Knights, past regrets are quickly 

overcome by a firmly resolute mindset and a multitude of righteous actions, leading to a very 

positive and hopeful tone – not at all one of despairing, pain, or inevitable death.  The tone set is 

that of open-ended adventure – providing another hopeful prospect for amnesiac characters that 

others, such as Oedipus or Turin, did not have available – expanding the potential for the 

amnesiac character through fantasy-based games. 

 True to fantastic-amnesia tradition, Revan forgets himself before the start of the narrative 

and spends a good portion of the plot discovering who he was, coming to terms with his past 
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actions, and deciding who he will become.  He is not weak, like James Sunderland or the 

Nameless One, yet he does not draw his strength from a magical re-emergence from death, like 

Nerevar or Raziel.  He has super-human powers – the magic called the Force, as well as superior 

skill with a sword – and pursues saving the world from clearly evil forces – thus putting him in 

the same genre as mythic heroes and modern super-human beings (not unlike Nerevar or Raziel 

in these regards).  As he is capable of saving the world, puts himself in danger yet survives, 

Revan does not have to make the same self-sacrificing measures as other martyr-amnesiacs, nor 

does he suffer eternally for his past mistakes, as tragic amnesiac heroes Oedipus and Turin have. 

 What interactivity does uniquely through Revan’s amnesia, however, is allow the user to 

pilot Revan and thus, experience and learn with Revan of a villain renown throughout the 

universe for his wars and slaughters, simultaneously living as a paladin and saintly-warrior.  The 

user then discovers, half-way through the narrative that the two characters are one and the same 

– past and present of the same being, divided only by the loss of memory.  The user hears stories 

of Revan from Bastilla and the other Jedi – stories of how Revan, and thus, how the protagonist 

character, saw futility in the Jedi council’s refusal to act in the face of invasion and war, and led 

like-minded Jedi to stave off said invasion.  The user also hears stories of how that same Revan, 

for reasons somewhat ambiguous and unknown, turned his new army against the Republic and 

the Jedi after defeating the invading force.  Not only did something out in the unknown areas of 

the galaxy change Revan’s character from defiant yet noble Jedi to murderous Sith, but changed 

the hearts and minds of all those who followed him – enough to attack the very things they 

originally sought to protect.  After his revelations with Malek and the Jedi council, Revan shows 

the user his response to said knowledge through actions.  The game allows for many paths, yet 

only one canonical, “goodly” path – one that includes seeking out the source of mass evil 
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conversion that affected Revan before, seeking out Malek, who leads the Sith against innocents 

now, redeeming Bastilla, who herself temporarily turns to evil, and saving the galaxy from Sith 

tyranny.   

 Through uncovering his past, responding in the present, and determining both his, his 

friends, and the galaxy’s future, amnesiac Revan guides the user through his past, present, and 

future words and actions – thus unfolding and developing his character in the process of saving 

everything beyond him.  Once again, in knowing himself, an amnesiac has committed an act on a 

worldly, or universal, scale – knowing Revan leading to saving the galaxy.  Furthermore, the 

user moving Revan to solve the mystery of himself results in characterizing Revan through 

historical accounts, word of mouth, and flash backs, as once a noble warrior who acted to defend 

the innocent when he thought his superiors slow, then mysteriously turned to evil and set his 

forces upon those he defended.  The user moving Revan to respond to this knowledge shows 

Revan’s changed nature, one of a new and goodly warrior once again, cleansed of whatever 

tainted his soul with darkness, and willing to fight the apprentice he trained and in turn, the threat 

to the universe he created.   

 Despite agency playing a role in the video-game, Knights of the Old Republic, Revan’s 

quest to alleviate his amnesia reveals a character with a past, with strengths and flaws, with 

mistakes and inner change.  In the case of this game, as with Silent Hill 2, Planescape: Torment, 

Elder Scrolls III:  Morrowind, and the Legacy of Kain series, the amnesiac avatar illustrates that 

agency does not hinder approaching games with literary concepts.   Each game has a fixed set of 

details about its amnesiac character—details that the user’s agency cannot alter.  Through 

rendering those details separate and hidden with amnesia, these games, rather than destroying the 

literary qualities of the avatar character, make discovering those qualities the user’s goal—make 
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knowing the character, rather than moving a game piece from point A to point B and overcoming 

obstacle C, a major point of playing the game. 
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PART 4 - CONCLUSIONS 

 Games are not books.  They are not printed on paper; they do not offer searching methods 

comparable to the ease of turning pages.   They do still offer texts, however – lines of written and 

spoken dialogue, narration, thoughts, and memories.  The amnesiac-protagonists and their 

discussions with past selves, manifestations of inner troubles, and recollections of lost memories 

attest to such.   Games do not always offer completely fixed plot structures or characters.  They 

still offer detailed plots and nuanced characters.  The Nameless One’s journey through various 

fantasy planes and interaction with the many souls he has wronged offer various complicated 

plot twists and human reactions (pain, sorrow, regret) from both an undead immortal and a 

player’s game piece.  Raziel’s journey of human arrogance, amnesia, naiveté, self-discovery, 

rejection of his flaws, and redeeming sacrifice illustrate a character nuanced and unique despite 

being both a vampire and a user’s avatar.  While James Sunderland, the Nameless One, Nerevar, 

Raziel, and Revan are to some extent user-controlled game pieces, or avatars, they also share 

many qualities with the fixed, author-controlled literary character. 

 Admittedly, agency is the largest complication/challenge in analyzing video game avatars 

as literary characters – agency differentiates games from books or films in definition as well as in 

how they communicate narrative.  Game theorists, especially those on the “ludology” side, 

would argue that avatars are more akin to game pieces and require wholly new types of theory, 

divorced from literary studies, to discuss them: 

Literary studies…have increasingly attempted to capture and construct computer-

mediated texts as objects of literary criticism…I wish to challenge the recurrent 

practice of applying the theories of literary criticism to a new empirical field, 

seemingly without any reassessment of the terms.  (Aarseth, Cybertexts 13-14) 
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However, study of the fantasy-game amnesiac character type across five games shows many 

qualities valued in literary characters – depth, flaws, challenges, inner-change, and plights that 

relate to the human condition.  Video-game avatars can, indeed, mirror literary characters, 

according to Meyer Abrams’s definition, in all key aspects: 

  Persons presented in a dramatic or narrative work, who are interpreted by the  

  reader as being endowed with moral, dispositional, and emotional qualities that  

  are expressed in what they say—the dialogue—and by what they do—the action.  

  (23) 

Explorations of James Sunderland, the Nameless One, Nerevar, Raziel, and Revan’s amnesiac 

journeys reveal forgotten words and actions, inner moral and emotional turmoil, and nuanced 

character changes in the form of over-coming guilt, fear, naiveté, or pride, and seeking 

redemption, selflessness, or reparations to those wronged.   

 Amnesiac fantasy-game avatars, despite agency – by virtue of agency – aid and bring 

variety to the act of character development.  By creating amnesiac characters, enthralling players 

with their mystery, and allowing players to control them, game developers have turned agency 

into a driving force for users to explore the nature, problems, and personal journeys of human-

like characters with human personal problems:  James with his guilt, the Nameless One with the 

consequences of selfishness, Raziel with blind servitude to manipulative leaders and self-

righteous acts of murder against those different than himself.  If anything, agency does not 

obstruct the yielding of literary qualities in video game characters – it enhances them.  

Furthermore, through the fantasy-game amnesiac, games’ agency motivate players not to merely 

passively read character details provided to them, but to explore the vivid landscape of each 

character they manipulate – to take active roles in character development.  As users move the 
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Nameless One into more conversations, explore more areas, and try/retry all possible options in 

dialogues/puzzles/situations, they learn more about the Nameless One’s past dialogue and 

crimes.  Exploring more of the galaxy as Revan allows users to find lost memories of his leading 

his apprentice “down the dark path,” exploring ancient ruins, and falling in battle.  If the user did 

not move James successfully through zombie-infested Silent Hill, he or she might not learn 

James hidden nature – a killer filled with pain and regret.  The more agency users exercise, the 

more words, feelings, thoughts, and actions about their avatar/character they discover. 

 For game studies and theory, the fantasy-game amnesiac, at the very least, provides a 

convenient tool for solving the issue of placing real-world users into fantasy worlds they know 

little about.  According to game designer and lecturer Ernest Adams: 

  In a normal, non-interactive story, the characters belong in the world of which  

  they're a part. They understand that world. They know what's in all the drawers in  

  their apartment and what's in all the shops in their town…[Yet] when you play an  

  adventure game, you have no idea what is going on. You have amnesia. 

However, by making James, the Nameless One, Nerevar, Raziel, or Revan amnesiacs, these 

characters are rendered just as unknowing about themselves and their environments as their 

users.  It does not feel strange, in terms of the narrative, for James to only just discover what 

happened to his wife – after all, he’d repressed those memories.  It is no longer unexpected or 

unreasonable for Raziel to only just find out that he was once a priest/vampire slayer, once 

responsible for the murder of his current-friend Janos and many other vampires, because death 

and resurrection took those memories away.  Where in other games it seemed strange for expert 

warriors and people who had lived their whole lives in certain fantasy kingdoms to have to 

relearn everything about themselves and their environments, through amnesia, it has become 
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natural and sensible – it makes the natural state of the player in a narrative work within the 

narrative.  What’s more, by enhancing the consistency of users’ lack of knowledge with a native 

protagonist, amnesia enables games to explore more literary narratives, journeys of self 

discovery, and human plights beyond the typical “good vs. evil” scenarios of other games.  

Essentially, amnesia has proven one way of enabling games to be more literary. 

 As with games, the user of fantasy fiction in print and film often comes to each text 

without knowledge of each’s fictional universe, with all their new races, places, laws, and 

magical powers.  Formerly, fantasy narratives, according to Farah Mendelssohn’s Rhetorics of 

Fantasy, usually fell into one of a few plot types:  portal-quests with their ignorant protagonists 

entering into a new/fantasy world, immersive narratives with protagonists beginning with all the 

knowledge of a native to said fantasy world, among others.  However, amnesia has offered a 

hybrid possibility – the once immersive, now unknowing protagonist – allowing readers to skip 

all notions of entering lands like Silent Hill, Sigil, Morrowind, Nosgoth, or the Star Wars galaxy 

through clichéd contrivances like portals, magical gateways, or enchanted furniture, while still 

enabling readers to learn about new fantasy lands along with the protagonists they follow.  What 

games do for fantasy through the amnesiac is expand upon the various plot possibilities not 

explored in print and film fantasy-amnesia plots. 

 For literary studies in general, the fantasy-game amnesiac expands narrative possibilities 

and enhances authors’ ability to shape both characters and reader/user experiences of character.  

Through both yielding much by under the examination of literary notions of character, providing 

much in the way of continuing literary examinations of amnesia and the tragic flaw of not 

remembering vital self-knowledge, and combining amnesia with user agency, more sides of 

character and human nature can be explored, examined, and experienced than in print or film 
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amnesia works.  Rather than just Oedipus’ or Turin’s mutual doom to incest and eternal misery, 

more than Ballentine’s psychoanalytic salvation or Douglas Quaid’s liberating the poor of Mars, 

fantasy-game amnesiacs provide users with characters that face lifetimes of self-serving hurtful 

deeds, explore entire worlds scarred by words and actions already forgotten once, twice, or many 

times over, and catharsis shared more mutually between protagonist and user by virtue of the 

user having helped those protagonists achieve it.  The amnesiacs of fantasy-based games not 

only share the qualities of literary characters, but take their development and potential to new 

levels. 
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